COMPATIBLE
SPARE PARTS
FOR ALFA LAVAL
CENTRIFUGAL
SEPARATORS

CHIEFMAR
since 1982
Quality is the base for any action of Chiefmar to achieve the goals of:

- SAFE OPERATION
- HIGH EFFICIENCY
- LOW MAINTENANCE COST

Series P.PA.PU:
P/PA/PU 100-150
P/PA/PU 600-605-610-615-625-635

Series S-SA.SU:
S/SA/SU 811-815-816
S/SA/SU 820-821-825-826
S/SA/SU 830-831-835-836
S/SA/SU 840-841-845-846
S/SA/SU 850-851-855-856
S/SA/SU 860-861-865-866
S/SA/SU 870-871-875-876
S/SA/SU 880-881-885-886

Old Series:
MAB 103-104-204-205-206-207-209
MIB 303
MMB 203-304-305
MFPX 307
MAPX 204-205-207-209-210-309-313
MOPX 205-207-209-210-213-306-308-309-310-313
MMPX 303-304-403-404
FOPX 605-607-609-610-611-613-614
LOPX 705-707-709-710-713-714
WHPX 405-407-409-410-413-505-507-508-510-513

Separators Spare Parts
Intermediate, Inspection, Major and Overhaul Kits available for all above mentioned Separators
ACCESSORIES FOR SEPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEMS
A regular maintenance of the automatic control system of the separator assures correct and reliable process procedures. To maintain the separator unit always well operating, Chiefmar can deliver, normally from stock, the following components: EPC 400 and EPC 41 control boards, solenoid valve groups water and air, flow indicators, flow switches, pressure indicators, pressure switches, thermometers, temperature sensors, indicating instruments, solenoid valves, 3-way solenoid valves, pneumatic 3-way valves, electropneumatic 3-way change over valves, steam regulating valves, pneumatic actuators, etc.

NIKEX FRESH WATER GENERATORS AND PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
Chiefmar stores a wide range of Alfa Laval NIREX fresh water generator spare parts, as well as for plate heat exchangers. We can deliver on very short term base channel plates and plate gaskets for the complete range of Alfa Laval coolers and fresh water generators:
- NIREX JWP - JW(S)P 16 C
- NIREX JWP - JW(S)P 26 C
- NIREX JWP - JW(S)P 36 C
High Quality Channel plates and pressure plates available.

ALFA LAVAL MOATTI SELF CLEANING FILTERS
Chiefmar can deliver a complete range of absolutely compatible spare parts for Alfa Laval Moatti Self Cleaning Filters. First class raw materials and perfect manufacturing procedures, make Chiefmar’s Moatti filter spares of high reliability and cost saving.
We can supply a wide range of spare parts for the following Moatti Filters:
120 series - 140 series - 150 series - 240 series and 280 series.

IMO PUMP SPARE PARTS
For the following series of IMO pumps complete range of spares is available, except pump bodies:
ACE - ACP - ACD - ACF - ACG - LPD - LPQ - UCF - ABQ - ABF
THE COMPANY
Established in April 1982 Chiefmar is the Italian leading alternative to Alfa Laval for separators and fresh water generators spare parts.
In its long journey Chiefmar had to demolish walls of prejudice, but the time has sustained us, rewarding our efforts to the search of the best as target of the quality for generating reliability and safety.
This exercise was, is and will be for us the incentive to continue this hard but worthwhile journey dedicated to study the evolution of the times.
Chiefmar premises, owned by the Company, are located in the most important industrial area of the north of Italy, close to main logistic networks. Our property consist of 1.000 sqm of warehouse and 250 sqm of offices and a very efficient and motivated team of qualified people runs the business.
Chiefmar keeps on stock a complete range of Alfa Laval separators and fresh water generators spare parts for all the models and sizes.

ALL AROUND CUSTOMERS
The undisputed efficiency recognised to Chiefmar all over the world derives from our sensitivity to the needs of the Customers which time is valuable for us.
For this reason Chiefmar guarantees to the Customers:
- Fast answers
- Fast deliveries